Why NOT to Choose the Roth IRA
by Ric Edelman
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See example on Page 2
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Which Would You Rather Pay?
In our example, the Roth IRA investor pays taxes of $30 now, while
the Deductible IRA investor pays $60 later. Isn’t it better to pay a small
amount now instead of a large amount later?
Intuitively, it would seem so. But as the example shows, appearances are deceiving. The reason is a complex ﬁnancial concept known
as Present Value.
PV shows us that it’s not fair to compare diﬀerent amounts of money if the time periods are diﬀerent. We all know this from the adage, “a
dollar today is better than a dollar tomorrow.” By that same notion, as
the chart shows, paying $30 today is the same as paying $60 later.
Thus, instead of choosing one type of IRA over another based on
how much each requires you to pay in taxes, focus on the amount of
money each produces net of taxes. The chart shows that the net amount
from each account is the same. Therefore, the Deductible IRA wins. Why?
Since the wealth created is the same, you might as well delay the taxes
as long as possible.
Figures quoted are for illustrative purposes only and are not necessarily indicative of past or
future results of any speciﬁc investment or tax situation.
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